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NEW GIRLS CLOTHING LINE THAT DEFIES GENDER STEREOTYPES, 
“PRINCESS AWESOME,” LAUNCHES KICKSTARTER TO EXPAND PRODUCTION 
 
[Washington, DC] - Princess Awesome, a new clothing company that creates dresses with motifs traditionally found exclusively on 
boys’ clothes, launches a $35,000 Kickstarter campaign today to expand operations. Apparel featuring topics girls enjoy but that 
mainstream clothing manufacturers have deemed “for boys only” is a significant, marketable gap in the current girls’ clothing landscape 
that Princess Awesome will meet. After repeatedly selling out of its handmade dresses over the last year, Princess Awesome plans to 
use funds raised from this campaign to rocket its operations from the basement into factory production for widespread distribution. 
 
Like recent Kickstarter successes Girls Will Be, Jill and Jack Kids, Goldieblox, and Roominate, Princess Awesome apparel meets the 
established demand for STEM-related items created specifically for girls.  Along with their science and math patterns, they have also 
created designs with pirates, motifs from fine art, and have many more in development. 
 
Founded by two DC-area moms, Princess Awesome fills a striking gap in the girls’ clothing market, identified in 2012 by co-founder 
Rebecca Melsky while shopping for her then two-year-old daughter. Her daughter’s interests, which included airplanes, robots, 
spaceships, and dinosaurs, were unavailable on dresses, the only style she would wear. 
 
“I wished I could buy my daughter an adorably twirly dress that also had a spaceship on it. Or a robot. Or a train. But that type of girls’ 
clothing just doesn’t exist,” Melsky said. “Princess Awesome will change that by diversifying the choices available to girls with interests 
that defy gender stereotypes.” 
As a mother of three boys (and now a baby girl), co-founder Eva St. Clair was well-acquainted with clothes featuring trucks, pirates, and 
power tools. “Plenty of little girls would come to our house and play with all our toys -- even staging dinosaur tea parties -- but none of 
those little girls wore clothes that reflected those interests,” she recalls. 
 
As Melsky and St. Clair spoke with other parents, they discovered widespread desire for expanded clothing options for girls. They heard 
stories about girls donning princess costumes while playing with train sets or racecars. Many parents expressed interest in clothing that 
would encourage budding interests in science, like for one little girl fascinated with the periodic table of elements. They heard about 
others who refused to wear pink, ruffly clothing, but still liked twirling in dresses with bright colors and patterns. “We heard that we’re not 
alone; a lot of girls want to wear both ‘girly’ things and ‘dinosaur-y’ or ‘math-y’ things,” Melsky stated. “Princess Awesome will meet that 
demand.” 
 
Princess Awesome will begin production with a line of play dresses that are sleeveless (to be worn in warm weather or layered in 
winter) with a full, twirly skirt featuring three custom-designed prints: pirates, pi, and dinosaurs.  Made of soft, stretchy fabric, the new 
dress line is designed with active children in mind. [See attached images.] 
 
The 30-day Kickstarter running February 3 - March 5, 2015, will raise funds to move the Princess Awesome line fully into factory 
production. 
 
“If my daughter wants to wear something with a dinosaur on it,” concluded Melsky, “I want her to be able to find it in her own closet and 
not have to go searching through her brother’s dresser.” 


